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The purpose of this paper is to prove an extension of the lemma proved 
by Alperin and Gorenstein in [I]. In the form given here, the result is a direct 
generalization of the result of Schur used to discuss the multipliers of the 
linear fractional groups in [7]. 
The lemma of the paper is applied in Sections 2-4 to show the triviality of 
the p-primary parts of the multipliers of most of the simple groups of Lie 
type, where p is the characteristic of the underlying field. Certain cases have 
been omitted in order to keep the application as direct as possible. Among 
other things, the discussion of the Ree groups of type F4 hoped for in [I] is 
provided. 
Using different techniques, Steinberg in [9] obtained the triviality result 
for the Chevalley groups, and a student of his, J. Grover, obtained it for the 
Steinberg variations (except for the unitary groups At,). Steinberg and 
Grover have also obtained the non-trivial parts of the multipliers for most 
of these groups, including those from small fields. 
1 
LEMMA. Let p be a prime and P a p-group on which a group H of order 
prime to p acts as a group of automorphisms. Regarding the H-composition 
factors of P as KH-modules, K the $eld of p elements, suppose that no H- 
composition factor of the Frattini quotient P/@(P) is dual to an H-composition 
factor of P. Then if G is the semi-direct product of P and H, the p-primary part 
of Hs(G, C*) is trivial. Here C* is the multiplicative group of the complex 
Jield C on which G acts trivially; H2(G, C*) is th e so-called (Schur) multiplier 
of G. 
Proqf. According to ([6], p. 354) (f rom the Hochschild-Serre spectral 
1 The author is grateful to Professor Bart Braden for several observations. 
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sequence) one needs to show that the set of elements of H2(P, C*) fixed by G 
is trivial; all the more, then, it is enough to show that the set of elements 
fixed by H is trivial. 
Suppose first that a(P) = 1. Then by ([IO], p. 161), H2(P, C*) is iso- 
morphic to the group P,,,.(P, C*) of anti-symmetric pairings of P into C*, 
that is, functions f: P x P + C* which are homomorphisms in each variable 
and which satisfy f(g, g) = 1 for all g in P. Since P is elementary Abelian 
now, such a pairing interpreted additively is a bilinear form on P as a K- 
vector space. Because P is completely reducible as a KH-module, a non- 
trivial H-invariant pairing would imply that two KH-constituents of P were 
dual (conceivably the same constituent). 
Now suppose @(P) f  1. Let 2 C Q(P) be an H-invariant irreducible 
elementary Abelian central subgroup (other than the trivial one). The hypo- 
theses hold also for P/Z and one may proceed inductively. From the extension 
of the Hochschild-Serre sequence obtained in [5], one has the exact sequence 
H2(P/Z, C*) + H2(P, C*) -+ P(P, Z; C*) 
in which the actions on C* are trivial, the maps are all H-maps, and the third 
term is the group of functions f : P x Z + C* that are homomorphisms in 
each variable. Such a function f  has the property thatf(g, z) = 1 whenever 
g E P’, the derived group of P. In addition, since Z is elementary, 
f(gp, z) =f(g, z)” =f(g, z”) = 1. So,f(g, z) = 1 whenever g E Q(P). Thus 
as before a non-trivial H-invariant member of P(P, Z; C*) would mean 
some KH-constituent of P/@(P) was dual to Z (as KH-module). Suppose 
that u E H2(P, C*) is H-invariant. Then since its image in P(P, Z; C*) is 
H-invariant, that image is 1. Then there is a v in H2(P/Z, C*) mapping to U. 
Writing the action of H exponentially, one then has that nr@ (product over 
H) maps to un where rz is the order of H. But because these cohomology 
groups are p-groups and p 7 12, there is a w E H2(P/Z, C*) with sun = nz+’ 
and w mapping to u. Thus w is H-invariant. By the induction w = 1, so 
that u = 1 as wished. 
In applying this lemma to show that the p-primary part of the multiplier 
of a particular group is trivial, one takes P as the p-Sylow subgroup, H an 
appropriate subgroup of the normalizer of P, and G = PH. Then one invokes 
the fact that restriction maps the p-primary part of the multiplier of the given 
group injectively into the p-primary part of the multiplier of G ([2], p. 255). 
Consider a simple group G of the type defined by Chevalley in [4] over the 
finite field K of 4 = pm elements, p a prime. (See also the survey [3] for the 
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notation,) The p-Sylow subgroup U of G contains a family of one-parameter 
subgroups X, indexed by the positive roots of the simple Lie algebra corre- 
sponding to G: X, = {q.(t)1 t E K} and xr(t + t’) = x+.(t) xr(t’). Moreover, 
there is an Abelian subgroup H of G of order prime to p normalizing U and 
each X, . H contains, for each non-0 root s and each non-0 E of K an element 
h,,, for which 
h&(t) hi: = Xr(P+-.s)‘W). 
Here the form (r, s) is the form introduced on the root space by the Killing 
form. The X, , as H-groups, are isomorphic to the H-constituents of U. The 
characteristic roots of h,,, on X, are the algebraic conjugates of ~~(r*~)/(~,~). 
The lemma of Section 1 implies the following: 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a Chevalley group as above, and suppose q > 4. In 
addition, suppose that if the Lie algebra involved is A, or C, (m > 2, with 
C, = B2) then q > 5 and q # 9. Then the p-primary part of the multiplier of 
G is trivial. 
ProoJ The H of the lemma will be the H above. The hypotheses of the 
lemma will be more than satisfied if one shows that no H-constituent of U is 
dual to any other. 
First, no X, is self-dual as an H-group. In all algebras but A, and the C, , 
there is a root s for which 2(r, s)/(s, s) = 1. This may be seen by inspecting 
the Dynkin diagrams and the root diagrams of B, and G, (figures 3 and 4 of 
[3]) on using the fact that the Weyl group is transitive on the set of roots of a 
given length ([4], Lemma 5). Let E be a primitive q - 1 st root of unity in K. 
Then h,,E has E as a characteristic root on X, and E is not conjugate to its 
inverse if q > 4. For the omitted algebras one may use hr., , with 62 as a 
characteristic root. The additional restrictions on q imply that e2 is not 
conjugate to its inverse. 
Second, if r and s are distinct positive roots, then X, and X, are not dual as 
H-groups (this does not come up if the algebra is A,). For if the algebra is not 
A, , there is a root orthogonal to one of r and s but not to the other. To see 
this, one may assume that r is a fundamental root at an end of the Dynkin 
diagram by Lemma 1 of [d], and that s is a linear combination of r and a 
fundamental root adjacent to Y (otherwise s itself is orthogonal to r). The 
result then comes from inspecting the diagram, except in the cases B, and G2 
where one must examine all the roots. Let t be a root with the desired prop- 
erty; say (r, t) = 0. Then 1 2(s, t)/(t, t)j < 3. So all the characteristic 
roots of h,,, on X, will be 1, and none will be 1 on X, . 
When the algebra is A, , the desired result (of non-duality) can be obtained 
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by direct examination of the possibilities for r and s, there being only three 
positive roots. 
The case of A, is discussed completely in [7]. 
Consider now a group G1 defined by Steinberg [8] as the first variation of 
a Chevalley group. By the action of the conjugation-produced by the sym- 
metry of the Dynkin diagram of the Lie algebra associated to G1 (here limited 
to A,, m32, D,, or Ea) the set of positive roots breaks into disjoint 
subsets S of three types. 
1) S = {Y) where i: = Y and Y is not the sum of two conjugate roots. 
2) S = {Y, ?} with Y + f  not a root. 
3) s = {I, f, T + F}. 
Let the underlying field K have q2 = pan elements. G1 is a subgroup of the 
related Chevalley group, and the p-Sylow subgroup u1 of G1 contains a 
family of subgroups Us indexed by the sets S above. G1 contains an Abelian 
subgroup H1 normalizing U1 and each U, . H1 contains for each non-0 root s 
and each non-0 E of K an element g,,, such that 
(all roots have length 1). The U, are isomorphic to the HI-constituents of U1. 
In fact, when S has one element r, Us = {q(t)1 P = t}, and when S has 
more than one member, Us is isomorphic as an H1-group to X, , Y a non-self- 
conjugate member of S. 
In analogy to Theorem 1, one has: 
THEOREM 2. Let G1 be a Steinberg variation of thefirst kind, as above, and 
suppose q > 4. Then the p-primary component of the multipliev of G1 is trivial. 
Proof. The details are similar in spirit to those in Theorem 1, and some 
will be omitted. First, no Us is self-dual as an H1-group. This is proven by 
exhibiting an element of H1 whose characteristic roots on Us are not con- 
jugate to their inverses. Let E be a primitive q2 - 1 st root of unity in K. Then 
suitable elements in the three cases above are: 
1) g,,, where 2(~, s) = 1. 
2) g,,, where 2(r, s) = 1 and 2(f, s) = 0 or 1. That such an s is available 
follows from inspection of the Dynkin diagram on using Lemma 2.6 of [S]. 
3) iTF,E *
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Second, if S f T then U, and Ur are not dual (this does not arise for the 
algebra A,). Let s and t be roots in S and T other than the self-conjugate root 
if the set is of type 3. By Lemma 2.7 of [S] and the result of the second part 
of the proof of Theorem 1, there is a root r such that, say, (s + S, r + f) = 0 
but (t + t, r + 5) f 0. Let a = 2(s, r), b = 2(t, r), c = 2(i, r), and form 
g,,, . On U, a characteristic root is @l--4) and on U,. , cb+CQ. If one were 
conjugate to the inverse of the other, then for some m > 0, 
p%(l - q) + b + cq = 0 (mod q2 - 1). 
Then (b + c)/(q - 1) would be an integer. As / b ) and ) c ) are at most 2, 
and as b + c f 0, one would have b + c = f4 and q = 5. Then 
(as m = 0 or 1 now) 3 & a E 0 (mod 6). But this is out, because 1 a 1 < 2. 
The second variation of D, can be treated similarly. The multiplier has 
trivial p-primary part if pn > 4. Here the field has psn elements. 
4 
The Suzuki groups and the Ree groups for G, were discussed in [I]. In the 
case of the Ree group for F, , the underlying field K has 22n+1 = 2q2 elements 
and the 2-Sylow subgroup U2 is a subgroup of the 2-Sylow subgroup of the 
Chevalley group for F4 . The Ree group contains an Abelian subgroup H2 
normalizing U2 and the Chevalley 2-Sylow subgroup. Let the Iabelling of the 
fundamental roots ofF, be as in [3], so that they are c, a, b, d in order on the 
Dynkin diagram, with a and c short. Let x be any homomorphism of the 
additive group generated by the roots, into the multiplicative group of K, for 
which x(b) = X(a)2q, X(d) = x(c)2Q. Then H2 contains an element h(x) such that 
4x1 %W KYY = %(X(r) 9 
The H2-constitutents of U2 are isomorphic to H2-subgroups of the J, of the 
Chevalley group. To show that the multiplier of the Ree group has trivial 
2-primary part (if 12 is large enough) it is enough to show, as before, that it is 
not the case that there are two positive roots Y and s such that the characteristic 
roots of each member of H2 on 3&. are the inverses of those on SE, . Suppose by 
way of contradiction this were the case, and let r = cu + fib + yc + Sd, 
s = CX’U + /3’b + y‘c + S’d be the two offending roots. We shall take n > 2. 
From a direct examination of the roots of F4 , one has 0 < y, y’, 6, 8’ < 2. 
First, y, y’, 6, and S’ are all 0. For, let E be a primitive 2q2 - 1 st root of unity 
in K and take x(a) = 1, X(C) = E. Then with no loss of generality (i.e. inter- 
changing r and s) one may assume that for some m, 0 < m < n, 
p+m+q + p+qY + py + y’ = /.qp+1 - 1) 
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for some integer h. Then (since n > 2) 0 < h < 2. h = 0 implies the 
desired conclusion. The equation taken modulo 2n+1 yields 
2”~ + y’ + h = 0 (mod Zn+l) 
The only possibilities with h f  0 are y’ = h = 2, n = 2,2’“y = 4(m = 1 or 2). 
Then 2% + S’ = 7, and that is impossible. 
Therefore the two roots are linear combinations of a and b. But then again 
from direct examination, 0 < 01, OL’, /I, 6’ < 2. The character x with x(c) = I, 
x(a) = E leads exactly as above to the conclusion that a, a’, j3, and p are all 0. 
But, of course, neither Y nor s is 0. Thus: 
THEOREM 3. If G is the Ree group of type F4 and n > 2, then the 
2-primary component of the multiplier of G is trivial. 
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